and where n' is the unit outward normal to the surface S. We now apply the identity (5) In this manner we obtain following equati-as:
= 4v5(r -r') I, subject to the usual boundary conditions at p0=0 and outgoing boundary conditions at infinity. In the region V occupied by the medium G obeys
and where n' is the unit outward normal to the surface S. We now apply the identity (5) In this manner we obtain following equati-as:
W] rcV, rcV:
rcV, r'cV:
and outside V the equation for G can be written
We now apply the vectorial form of the Green's theorem over a volume V' in which the fields are continuous, then 
and where n is the unit normal to the surface p = 0 pointing from the medium to the vacuum region.
The superscripts + (-) 
ww=hf(x', y')E' '(x', y', 0 ) G(x', y', 0'; r&) .
(20) Now using the boundary conditions E' '(x' y' 0') =E' '(x' y' 0 ) E"'(x' y' 0 )=eZ"'(x' y' 0') and thus me can identify' (F, ) . (14) On combining (8)-(ll), (13) , and (14) we obtain the folio@ring integral equation: -n(-p)n(p0)E(F') G(r', F~)] . (15) It is clear from the derivation of the integral equation that in the first term (second term) in (15), E is the field inside (outside) the medium and the Qreen's function 6 i.s at points such that po &0 (p0 &0). This difference is important when one is doing the perturbation calculation with (15). This is our final integral equation which we will apply for the case of roughness on a perfectly flat surface, i.e. , for the case when the rough surface is described by p =-z+ hf(x, y) = 0 and the flat surface In deriving (25) and (26) 
The results (29) and (30) 
